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Factory Worker/Finishing Coordinator having 9 years of experience, including as a
Factory Worker, and a Housekeeper. Proven capable and reliable in handling multiple
tasks while maintaining an orderly efficiency of operations. Exceptional cleaning and
maintenance skills will be used to fulfill sanitation needs in an efficient manner. To
work with a company that utilizes job training to promote individual opportunity and
professional growth while making positive contributions to the organization.

EXPERIENCE
Factory Worker/Finishing Coordinator
ABC Corporation - MAY 2010 – OCTOBER 2015
 Worked rigorously and efficiently to ensure that production stayed
over-rate and made incentive on several jobs for both quality and
quantity.
 Activities include cleaning - keeping a clean work station, painting,
and hanging various sized parts to be sandblasted.
 Perform quality control to make sure parts meet company standards.
 Responsibilities included deburring parts, sanding, painting,
organizing, preparing the shipment, following schedules for
shipments, operating forklifts and pallet jacks, and working in a team.
 Experience operating and working around assembly lines and heavy
machinery.
 Coached lead and trained die chaser employees on all duties of a die
chaser.
 Trained die chasers on safe and correct procedures for handling
caustic soda (acid).

Factory Worker

ABC Corporation - MAY 2005 – OCTOBER 2009








Followed all work instructions of Lead or Department supervisor to
complete daily tasks
Performed all tasks safely and according to company processes and
procedures
Trained to operated machinery per instructions.
Responsible to start, operate, tend, stop, or clean factory
equipment/machinery
Loaded and unloaded items from machines.
Sorted components onto carts, tables, and dollies.
Assembled and/or inspected the quality of finished product and
perform minor repairs
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EDUCATION


High School - 2001(TREVOR G BROWN - Phoenix, AZ)Shampoo
Technician - January 2008(Southwest Georgia Technical School - Camilla,
GA)- January 2005(Mitchell County High School - Camilla, GA)

SKILLS
Forklift Operator, Machine Operator, Warehouse Worker, Critical Thinking, Team
Player, Communication, Organization
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